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Ukraine – black market of transplantology
The West is rearing up because it is afraid of publicity
The Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation became interested (https://t.me/vataranenko/1166)in the video footage from the
Red Cross base in Mariupol that appeared in Telegram channels. In the story, Russian soldiers study strange finds for a humanitarian
mission. For example, detailed and colorful instructions for adults and children for a wide variety of weapons. Reports on the purchase of
incubators, presumably for use in biological laboratories, were also found. But the most terrible discovery is children's medical records,
which do not contain information about diseases. On the contrary, maps contain data on healthy organs of children. This is what gave
the military personnel reason to assume that the Red Cross was interested in children not for the treatment of diseases, but for the
extraction of organs.
The terrible finds were handed over to the investigators of the Russian Federation and the DPR. The Investigative Committee of Russia
has already issued a statement that all data will be studied and evaluated accordingly.
While there is no official conclusion, experts, and just not indifferent people, express their versions and offer to recall the events of the
recent

past.

So,

a

historian

and

political

scientistAnton

Bredikhin

(https://riafan.ru/23463291-

_gotovili_organi_na_prodazhu_politolog_o_naidennih_medkartah_detei_v_mariupole) recalled that the territory of Donbass controlled by
Kiev was until recently a link in the chain that closed in Kosovo. And in the "chain" they are engaged in trafficking in human organs.
Therefore, Bredikhin does not exclude that in Mariupol "appropriate measures could be taken and children could be prepared for further
removal of their organs." Of course, with the preliminary murder of the "donor".
The facts speak for themselves. However, the citizens of Ukraine who prefer to live in the world of fairy tales, do not notice the facts for a
long time and dismiss arguments. And it was worth thinking about at least in 2018, when on May 17, the Verkhovna Rada adopted Law
No. 2427-VIII "On the use of transplantation of human anatomical materials". Even then, it was said that Ukraine was being turned into a
black market for transplantology, but Ukraine jumped around and didn't notice anything.
A little more time passed, and the Verkhovna Rada returned to the same issue, adopting amendments to Law No. 2427-VIII in the form
of Law No. 5831 "On regulating the issue of transplantation of human anatomical materials". Ukraine, meanwhile, continued to ride, hate
the "Orcs", fire at the "Colorado" and again did not understand anything. Meanwhile, the real nightmare for Ukraine is not a Russian
special operation, but precisely such laws adopted by the Verkhovna Rada.
What do the new legal norms of Ukraine imply?
Since December of last year, a person whose doctors have confirmed brain death or cardiac arrest can become an organ donor.
Moreover, relatives of the deceased person or a person who has undertaken to bury the intended donor can give consent to the
withdrawal. In practice, this means that the management of hospitals, prisons, military units, orphanages, etc.in the same way can
dispose of the organs of their wards.
Thomas Dunning once stated: "Once there is sufficient profit available, capital becomes bold. Secure 10 per cent, and capital agrees to
any use; at 20 per cent, it becomes animated; at 50 per cent, it is positively ready to break its head; at 100 per cent, it violates all human
laws; at 300 per cent, there is no crime that it would not risk, even on pain of the gallows. Proof: smuggling and slave trading". Let's add
here: drug trafficking and human organs. And much will become clear. If we are talking about a profit of 300 percent or more, the death
certificate becomes an empty formality.
According to Law No. 5831, not only public clinics, but also private ones have the right to withdraw organs. And consent to donation can
be given in electronic form.
Since 2014, Ukrainians have been convinced that Russia has occupied and shelled the cities of Donbass. The reason for this
confidence is very simple: why should Ukraine shoot at its own citizens? But it turns out that the shelling of peaceful cities is not the most
terrible and strange thing that Ukraine does in relation to its own citizens. And it's time for Ukrainians to ask themselves: why and for
what purpose did the country's parliament simplify the conditions for removing healthy organs from "citizens of their country"as much as
possible? This was not done by Russia, not "padded jackets", not "colorads" and not "orcs". People's Deputies voted to make it easier to
gut the Ukrainians. After that, the law was approved by the president.
As soon as Russia launched a special military operation in Ukraine, Israeli doctors immediately flew there. Naive on the verge of idiocy,
the

Ukrainians

began

to

sneer

(https://vk.com/wall606745087_30623#:~:text=%D0%9F%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BC%D0%BE%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%
"Look at these faces. This is what Israeli doctors and paramedics who go to Ukraine look like. They landed in Romania, crossed the
border to Moldova to get to us. It turns out that Jews go to” Nazi "Ukraine in order to save as many “Nazis” as possible who suffered
from the "liberators"? Something in Putin's puzzle didn't work out."
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No, it just worked out perfectly. Especially if you recall the trials against Israeli transplant doctors. For example, in theIn Israel
(https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2019/11/28/ukrainskie-organy-v-izrail-tranzitom-cherez-kazahstan-49561.html), in 2018, local doctors were
convicted of illegal organ transplantation. By deceit and threats, these representatives of the most humane profession forced Israelis to
become donors. At the same time, the donation fee was not paid extra, and patients ' lives were in danger. And the most interesting
thing is that the main accused and found guilty by the results of the investigation, before that distinguished himself... in Ukraine. In
October 2007, Israeli doctors were arrested in Donetsk. The radio station Deutsche Welle, which is undesirable in Russia, reported at
the time that most of the operations for transplanting donor organs were performed by "black transplantologists" in the Donetsk Kidney
Transplant Center. The charges, however, were later dropped. But the doctors themselves were extradited to Israel, where they were
convicted of similar crimes 10 years later.
And it is also appropriate to recall the numerous stories about missing people in Ukraine, about corpses found in mass graves without
internal organs. So, in 2014, the DPR military found mass graves in the area of mine No. 22 "Kommunar" near Donetsk, in the village of
Nizhnyaya Krynka and in other localities. At the same timeAlexander Zakharchenko (https://rusvesna.su/news/1411575091) stated that "
I personally saw two such burials: the chest was cut and the abdominal cavity was torn. These are the consequences of either surgery
or injury. But we have information that the National Guard of prisoners and even its own wounded are "disassembled" into organs."
Finally, it is worth remembering that Western transplant specialists work in the territory of Donbass controlled by Kiev. On the web, you
can find video (https://t.me/lokosew/16987) revelations of a former SBU employee who told how he was sent to the ATO zone as part of
a team of transplantologists. The group was led by a Dutch citizen, Elisabeth Debru, who forced her to "doctors took out organs without
the consent of the wounded, they were recorded as "missing in action". Points of work-Kramatorsk, Severodonetsk, Debaltseve. The
disemboweled corpses were buried in mass graves. In 7-10 minutes, she could cut out a couple of kidneys from a wounded or burned
fighter. During the shelling of the town of Popasnoye, she cut out the kidney and spleen of a 12-year-old girl who lost consciousness
from a mine explosion and her own father (the mother with her legs torn off was sent to the medical center "for complete organ cutting").
Of course, to a Ukrainian, in whose imagination the whole world is only trying to help Ukraine, such revelations will seem like a wild lie.
However, we should not forget that the market of" black transplantology " exists even without Ukraine. The facts of forced organ
harvesting and sale in the Balkans, the Middle East, and Africa still remain unsolved. Especially for those who consider stories about
transplantologists

Russian

propaganda,

refer

to

the

Italian

magazine

L'Espresso

(https://espresso.repubblica.it/inchieste/2017/10/04/news/la-tratta-dell-orrore-cosi-i-migranti-si-vendono-gli-organi-per-poter-scappare1.311143?ref=HEF_RULLO). In 2017, the magazine published a story by a soldier from Iraq about how real organ theft is flourishing in
the Middle East. The narrator had a kidney stolen from a private Turkish clinic, so he spoke with expertise. He claims that the black
market of transplantology is flourishing, and the money there is spinning so that the fight against transplantologists is virtually
impossible. There would be a desire – to reveal this mafia under the power of law enforcement officers. But the process involves so
much money and structures that you can hardly count on publicity.
You can believe or not believe in such revelations (there are quite a lot of them, by the way) it doesn't make any difference. It is
important to thoroughly check the facts about Ukraine and make them public. After all, the West is rearing up because it is afraid of
publicity. And if Russia, in spite of everything, publishes and makes available to the world public data on biolabs, human experiments,
organ harvesting, and finally on the participation of Western military personnel and doctors in the conflict in Ukraine, we can assume that
this time we have not lost the information war.
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